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SUMMARY

Microtubules are cytoskeletal polymers with two
structurally and functionally distinct ends, the plus-
and the minus-end. Here, we focus on the mecha-
nisms underlying the regulation of microtubule
minus-ends by the CAMSAP/Nezha/Patronin protein
family. We show that CAMSAP2 is required for the
proper organization and stabilization of interphase
microtubules and directional cell migration. By
combining live-cell imaging and in vitro reconstitu-
tion of microtubule assembly from purified compo-
nents with laser microsurgery, we demonstrate that
CAMSAPs regulate microtubule minus-end growth
and are specifically deposited on the lattice formed
by microtubule minus-end polymerization. This pro-
cess leads to the formation of CAMSAP-decorated
microtubule stretches, which are stabilized from
both ends and serve as sites of noncentrosomal
microtubule outgrowth. The length of the stretches
is regulated by the microtubule-severing protein
katanin, which interacts with CAMSAPs. Our data
thus indicate that microtubule minus-end assembly
drives the stabilization of noncentrosomal microtu-
bules and that katanin regulates this process.

INTRODUCTION

The microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton is essential for intracellular

transport, cell division, andmorphogenesis. MTs are asymmetric

polymeric tubes built from dimers of a- and b-tubulin that are ar-

ranged in a head-to-tail manner. In solutions of purified tubulin,

MTs grow and shrink from their two ends, the rapidly growing

plus-end where b-tubulin is exposed and the more slowly

growing minus-end where a-tubulin is exposed (Dammermann

et al., 2003; Desai and Mitchison, 1997; Jiang and Akhmanova,

2011). In cells, MT growth occurs at the MT plus-ends, whereas

the MT minus-ends are generally believed to be either stabilized

or serve as sites of depolymerization (Dammermann et al., 2003;

Howard and Hyman, 2003).

The MT plus-end is the major site where MT dynamics is

controlled; therefore, it interacts with numerous regulatory fac-
Developm
tors. A large and diverse group of proteins collectively known

as MT plus-end tracking proteins, or +TIPs, decorate growing

MT plus-ends (Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008; Schuyler and

Pellman, 2001). The core components of the +TIP complexes

are the members of the End Binding protein (EB) family that

recognize the stabilizingMT cap associated withMT polymeriza-

tion (Maurer et al., 2012; Zanic et al., 2009). Crucial regulators of

MT dynamics, such as the MT polymerase XMAP215/ch-TOG or

MT depolymerases of the kinesin-13 or kinesin-8 families can

target MT plus-ends independently of other +TIPs, but they

can also associate with them to form a complex protein interac-

tion network (Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008; Galjart, 2010;

Howard and Hyman, 2007).

In contrast to the abundance of MT plus-end interacting pro-

teins, only a limited number of factors are known to specifically

localize to the MT minus-ends. These factors include the

g-tubulin ring complex, required for MT nucleation, and its inter-

action partners (Kollman et al., 2011). Many +TIPs, such as EBs,

do not distinguish between growing MT plus- and minus-ends

and thus accumulate at the polymerizing MT minus-ends

in vitro (Bieling et al., 2007). Although MT minus-end growth

accompanied by EB1 accumulation has been observed in cells

(Goodwin and Vale, 2010), it is generally believed that in vivo,

MT minus-ends usually do not to grow (Dammermann et al.,

2003) and that +TIPs are thus confined to the MT plus-ends.

Recently, the members of the calmodulin-regulated

spectrin-associated protein (CAMSAP)/Nezha/Patronin family

were shown to specifically associate with the MT minus-ends.

Three members of this family, CAMSAP1, CAMSAP2, and

CAMSAP3/Nezha, exist in mammals (Baines et al., 2009).

CAMSAP3/Nezha was initially characterized as a protein teth-

ering MT minus-ends to adherens junctions (Meng et al., 2008).

The Drosophila homolog of CAMSAP3, ssp4/Patronin, was

discovered as a protein the depletion of which induces short

spindles inmitosis andMT fragmentation in interphase (Goshima

et al., 2007). A subsequent study demonstrated that Patronin

stabilizes MT minus-ends against depolymerization by kinesin-

13, and it was suggested that Patronin acts as an MT minus-

end capping factor (Goodwin and Vale, 2010). Subsequent

analysis in mammalian epithelial cells showed that CAMSAP2

and CAMSAP3 colocalize in clusters at the minus-ends of non-

centrosomal MTs and cooperate in their organization (Nagae

et al., 2013; Tanaka et al., 2012).

In spite of these significant advances, it remained unclear how

CAMSAP clusters protecting the MT minus-ends are generated,
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and whether CAMSAPs cap the MT minus-ends in mammalian

cells, as was proposed for Patronin in flies. Here, we have per-

formed a systematic high-resolution analysis of the dynamics

of individual free MT minus-ends in epithelial cells and found

that they predominantly pause but can also undergo periods of

slow growth. The depletion of CAMSAP2 abolished this behavior

and strongly promoted MT minus-end shrinkage. Importantly,

we found that CAMSAP2 is rapidly recruited to nascent MT

minus-ends and decorates them in an MT minus-end growth-

dependent manner, forming segments of stabilized MT lattice.

These data indicate that CAMSAP2 stabilizes free growing

minus-ends of preexisting MTs.

We next reconstituted this behavior of CAMSAPs in vitro by

using purified proteins. We used a microscopy-based MT poly-

merization assay to show that CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 are

specifically deposited on the growing MT minus-ends and form

stable MT stretches that can serve as ‘‘seeds’’ for repeated

MT outgrowth. We identified the protein domains of mammalian

CAMSAP family members important for the association with

polymerizing MT minus-ends and stabilization of the CAMSAP-

decorated MT lattices. Furthermore, we found that katanin,

an MT-severing and -depolymerizing protein (Roll-Mecak and

McNally, 2010; Sharp and Ross, 2012), binds to CAMSAPs

and regulates the length of CAMSAP stretches. Functional

analysis showed that CAMSAP2 is essential for sustaining non-

centrosomal MTs, posttranslational modified stable MTs, cell

polarization, and migration. Our data thus demonstrate that MT

minus-end growth drives formation of stable noncentrosomal

MTs and that katanin serves as one of the regulators of this

process.

RESULTS

CAMSAP2 Forms Stretches at MT Minus-Ends in
Interphase Cells
We have investigated the expression of the three CAMSAP fam-

ily members in HeLa and RPE cells and found that CAMSAP2
Figure 1. CAMSAP2 Forms Stretches at MT Ends and Is Required for I

(A) Immunostaining of CAMSAP2 (green) and a-tubulin (red) in HeLa and RPE cells

the insets. Scale bar represents 1 mm.

(B) Time-lapse images of GFP-CAMSAP2 and mCherry-a-tubulin in MRC5 cells.

(C) Immunostaining of a-tubulin (green) and g-tubulin (red) in control and CAMSA

(D) Quantification of MT staining intensity along the cell radius in control and C

measured within a 1-mm-wide stripe starting from the centrosome and positioned

intensity per cell, and the average intensity from 20 cells per condition was plott

(E) Immunostaining of detyrosinated-tubulin (red) and a-tubulin (blue) in U2OS ce

(F) Enlargement of the area boxed in (E) and line scans along the MTs marked 1

(G) Western blots of extracts of U2OS cells cultured for 72 hr after the transfecti

(H) Quantification of the intensity of detyrosinated tubulin detected by western bl

b-tubulin probed on the same membrane. The plot is based on three independe

(I) Immunostaining of detyrosinated tubulin (green) and a-tubulin (red) in contro

almost completely lost (green arrows), whereas in other cells somemicrotubule de

represents 10 mm.

(J) Monolayer wound-healing assays in control and CAMSAP2-depleted RPE cell

based on three independent experiments. Error bars represent SD. Scale bar re

(K) Reorientation of the Golgi complex 7 hr after themonolayer wounding in contro

a-tubulin (green), the Golgi marker GM130 (red), and DNA (DAPI, blue). The Golgi c

the wound, and not reoriented (�) if it was localized outside this sector. The valu

290–460 cells from three independent experiments were analyzed for each cond

See also Figures S1, S2, and Movie S1.
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was strongly expressed along with CAMSAP1, whereas

CAMSAP3 expression was weak (Figure S1A available online).

In interphase cells, CAMSAP2 formed distinct stretches at

MT ends (Figure 1A), with an average length of 1.3 ± 0.6 mm

(mean ± SD, 1,085 stretches measured in ten HeLa cells). Cos-

taining with MT plus-end marker EB1 confirmed that CAMSAP2

stretches were confined to the MT minus-ends (Figure S1B). A

similar localization was observed in other cell lines; in some fibro-

blast lines such as Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)-K1 and Swiss

3T3, CAMSAP2 labeling at theMTminus-ends appeared dot-like

rather than stretch-like (Figure S1C). The stretch-like localization

of CAMSAP2 could be recapitulated after expressing low

levels of fluorescently tagged CAMSAP2 in different cell types,

including MRC5 human lung fibroblasts, which have a very

sparseMTsystem that facilitatesMTend visualization (Figure 1B;

Movie S1). The average length of GFP-CAMSAP2 stretches was

similar to that of the endogenous CAMSAP2, 1.0 ± 0.7 mm (1,003

stretches measured in 27 cells). CAMSAP2 stretches were

mobile and could repeatedly emanate growing MT plus-ends,

suggesting that they are stabilized against disassembly not

only from the minus-end but also from the plus-end (Figure 1B).

A similar phenomenon was previously described for the much

shorter CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 clusters in Caco2 cells

(Tanaka et al., 2012). During mitotic entry, the CAMSAP2 pattern

became diffuse: MT-associated stretches disappeared in pro-

phase and reappeared during telophase, when they strongly

accumulated at the peripheral ends of the central spindle

(Figure S1D). The diffuse localization of CAMSAP2 during cell

division correlated with a decreased electrophoretic mobility of

CAMSAP2 (Figure S1E), which was likely caused bymitosis-spe-

cific protein phosphorylation. CAMSAP1 could not be detected

by immunofluorescent staining, but the expression of fluores-

cently tagged CAMSAP1 showed that it was often concentrated

as a small dot at the minus-ends of CAMSAP2 stretches (Fig-

ure S1F). We conclude that CAMSAP2 decorates extended seg-

ments of MT lattice at the MT minus-ends, whereas CAMSAP1

can concentrate at the outmost MT minus-ends.
nterphase MT Organization, Cell Polarization, and Migration

. Scale bar represents 5 mm. Enlarged portions of the boxed areas are shown in

Scale bar represents 2 mm.

P2-depleted RPE cells. Scale bar represents 10 mm.

AMSAP1- and CAMSAP2-depleted cells. Fluorescent staining intensity was

along the long axis of the lamella. Intensities were normalized to the maximal

ed. Error bars represent SEM.

lls transfected with 3xGFP-CAMSAP2 (green). Scale bar represents 5 mm.

and 2, showing partial colocalization of CAMSAP2 and detyrosinated tubulin.

on with the indicated siRNA. Ac-tubulin, acetylated tubulin.

otting. The intensity of detyrosinated tubulin was normalized by the intensity of

nt experiments. Error bars represent SD. **p < 0.01, t test.

l and CAMSAP2-depleted U2OS cells. In some cells, detyrosinated tubulin is

tyrosination is still observed in the pericentrosomal area (red arrows). Scale bar

s. Phase-contrast images at the indicated times are shown. Quantification was

presents 0.2 mm.

l and CAMSAP2-depleted RPE cells. The images are overlays of the staining for

omplex was scored as reoriented (+) if it was positioned in the 90� sector facing
e for cells with randomly oriented Golgi is expected to be 25%. Approximately

ition. Error bars represent SD. Scale bar represents 20 mm. ***p < 0.001, t test.
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CAMSAP2 Plays a Role in Interphase MT Organization
and Directional Cell Migration
Although the depletion of CAMSAP1 had no visible effect on

the MT network (data not shown), knockdown of CAMSAP2 in

HeLa cells led to altered MT organization and reduction of the

density of MTs and EB1-positive MT ends (Figures S2A–S2E)

that was similar to previous observations in Caco2 cells (Tanaka

et al., 2012). In RPE cells, CAMSAP2 knockdown led to the

transformation of the partially noncentrosomal MT array into a

completely radial patternwhere themajority of theMTs converged

on thecentrosome(Figure1C).Analysisof theMTstaining intensity

along the cell radius showed that in control cells MT density was

gradually reduced toward the cell periphery, but in CAMSAP2-

depleted cells the density sharply decreased already at a short

distance from the centrosome (Figure 1D). Theoretical analysis

showed that this alteration inMTstaining intensitywas fully consis-

tent with the acquisition of a radial MT pattern (see Experimental

Procedures; Figure S2F). These data indicate that CAMSAP2

promotes homogeneous distribution of MTs in the cytoplasm.

Next, we tested whether CAMSAP2-dependent minus-end

stabilization affects the abundance of long-lived, posttransla-

tionally modified MTs as the MT plus-end stabilizers do. For

this, we turned to U2OS cells, because unlike HeLa and RPE

cells, they contain a significant number of stable, detyrosinated

MTs distributed throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 1E). We found

that detyrosinated MTs often terminated with a CAMSAP2

stretch (Figures 1E and 1F). Sometimes, we also observed a

part of the CAMSAP2 stretch itself to be detyrosinated, suggest-

ing that it might be long lived (Figure 1F). Both western blotting

and immunofluorescent staining showed that CAMSAP2 deple-

tion strongly reduced the abundance of detyrosinated, but not

acetylated MTs in U2OS cells (Figure 1G–1I; data not shown),

indicating that CAMSAP2 can control the formation of specific

posttranslationally modified MT populations.

Next, we investigated the functional consequences of altered

MT organization by testing cell migration in monolayer wound-

healing assays. We found that the ability of RPE and U2OS cells

to close the monolayer wound was significantly reduced, sug-

gesting that CAMSAP2-dependent MT organization promotes

directional cell migration (Figures 1J and S2G). CAMSAP2-

depleted cells failed to polarize properly: in control cells theGolgi

apparatus reoriented toward the wound in�80%of the cells, but

this happened in significantly fewer CAMSAP2-depleted cells

(Figure 1K). Both the reduced ability of MTs to ‘‘populate’’ the

cytoplasm in CAMSAP2-depleted cells and the alterations in

posttranslational modifications could contribute to this defect.

The changes in MT organization, cell polarization, and migration

were similar for two different CAMSAP2 small interfering RNAs

(siRNAs), supporting the specificity of the observed defects. In

contrast, cell division in CAMSAP2-depleted cells proceeded

without obvious deviations (data not shown), a finding that is in

line with the loss of CAMSAP2 stretches during mitosis. Thus,

CAMSAP2 is needed for the organization of interphase noncen-

trosomal MTs, which are required for cell polarization and migra-

tion, in agreement with a previous study (Abal et al., 2002).

CAMSAP2 Stabilizes Freshly Generated MTMinus-Ends
Previous studies have not resolved whether CAMSAP clusters

nucleate new MTs or stabilize the minus-ends of the preexisting
298 Developmental Cell 28, 295–309, February 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsev
MTs (Meng et al., 2008; Tanaka et al., 2012). To address this

question, we used a laser microsurgery-based assay (Botvinick

et al., 2004; Colombelli et al., 2005; Khodjakov et al., 2004;

Walker et al., 1989) in which an individual MT is severed by a

focused laser beam. The behavior of the two nascent MT ends

was observed using EB3-GFP as a marker; this marker strongly

labels growing MT plus- and minus-ends and weakly labels the

stable MT lattice (Figure 2A). By using this assay, we found

that in RPE cells, newly generated MT plus-ends always depoly-

merize and can subsequently undergo rescue, whereas the

minus-ends predominantly remain stable but can sometimes

depolymerize (Figures 2A–2C). We have also observed episodes

of MT minus-end growth; they could be distinguished from

pausing by the enhanced accumulation of EB3-GFP at the MT

minus-end and had an instantaneous rate of 0.9 ± 0.8 mm/min

(16 MTs in 16 cells) (Figures 2B and S3A; Movie S2). While

the depletion of CAMSAP1 had no effect on this MT behavior,

the knockdown of CAMSAP2 abolished pausing and growth of

MT minus-ends, and the observed minus-end depolymerization

excursions became substantially longer, although theMTminus-

end depolymerization velocity was not affected (Figures 2B and

2C; Movie S2). These results indicate that CAMSAP2 can

stabilize free MT minus-ends that are not associated with MT

nucleation sites.

CAMSAP1 and CAMSAP2 Associate with Growing MT
Minus-Ends in Cells
We next investigated whether CAMSAPs can bind to freshly

severed MT minus-ends. Both CAMSAP1 and CAMSAP2

were indeed promptly recruited to the MT minus-ends after

MTs were severed (Figures 3A, 3B, S3B, and S3C; Movie S3).

Importantly, the photoablation procedure led to photobleaching

of the part of the MT proximal to the photoablation site, and we

could clearly observe the addition of fluorescent tubulin to the

severed MT minus-end (Figures 3A, 3B, S3B, and S3C). The

average minus-end polymerization rate measured in these con-

ditions was somewhat slower than that observed with EB3-

GFP, 0.2 ± 0.1 mm/min (31 MTs in 24 cells), likely because the

accumulation of EB3 allows easier distinction between periods

of growth and pausing. MT minus-end growth was accompa-

nied by the elongation of the CAMSAP2 stretches (Figures 3A

and 3B).

The ability of CAMSAP2 to decorate growing MT minus-ends

could be selective for the ends generated by photoablation.

To test whether this is the case, we photobleached intact

CAMSAP2-decorated MT minus-end stretches and examined

their recovery. Although only little recovery was observed along

the length of the stretch, the appearance of a strong CAMSAP2

signal was often visible at the outmost tip of the MT minus-end

(8 of 27 MTs in 23 cells; Figures 3C–3E). The appearance of

CAMSAP2 signal correlated with the MT polymerization

observed in the tubulin channel, whereas no signal recovery

was observed at the plus-end side at the CAMSAP2 stretch (Fig-

ures 3C, 3D, S3D, and S3E), indicating that within the stretch

CAMSAP2 is stably bound to the MT.

To gain further insight into the mechanism of formation of

CAMSAP2 stretches, we treated cells with the MT-depolymeriz-

ing drug nocodazole and performed washout experiments.

CAMSAP2 stretches were completely lost when MTs were
ier Inc.



Figure 2. CAMSAP2 Protects MT Minus-

Ends from Depolymerization

(A) Scheme of MT photoablation on a spinning disk

microscope using EB3-GFP-expressing stable RPE

cell line. MTs labeled by EB3-GFP were severed

by the 355 nm pulsed laser. + and� indicate the MT

plus- and minus-ends, respectively.

(B) Representative images of MTs before and

after photoablation (PA, indicated by purple light-

ning bolts), and kymographs illustrating MT end

behavior. MT minus-end polymerization manifested

by the accumulation of EB3 is indicated by the white

arrow. Green dashed lines trace the position of the

MT minus-end in the kymograph. Scale bars, 1 mm

(horizontal), 5 s (vertical).

(C) Percentage of MT minus-end depolymerization

events shorter than 1 mm or longer than 4 mm and

quantification of the minus-end depolymerization

velocities. Approximately 120–300 events in at least

three experiments were analyzed for each condi-

tion. Error bars represent SD.

See also Movie S2.
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depolymerized (Figures 3F and S3F). By using live-cell imaging,

we observed that small dots of GFP-CAMSAP2 were recruited

to the minus-ends of MTs released from centrosome within a

few minutes after nocodazole washout (Figure 3F; Movie S4).

This shows that CAMSAP2 is recruited to the free MT minus-

ends that are generated by natural processes and not only by

photoablation. By using immunofluorescent cell staining, we

found that elongated stretches of endogenous CAMSAP2

became visible only 15 min after the drug washout, with

the complete recovery taking more than an hour, although

the MT network was completely restored within �10 min (Fig-

ures 3G and S3F). We conclude that CAMSAP2 foci form

on free MT minus-ends and are transformed to extended
Developmental Cell 28, 295–309
CAMSAP2 stretches by decoration of MT

minus-ends concomitantly with their slow

polymerization.

CAMSAP1 also decorated growing MT

minus-ends, but its localization was more

dynamic: it tracked growing MT minus-

ends without being deposited at the

MT lattice (Figures 3H and S3G–S3I).

When GFP-CAMSAP1 was mildly overex-

pressed, the average MT minus-end elon-

gation rate after photoablation was higher

than in GFP-CAMSAP2-expressing cells,

0.4 ± 0.2 mm/min (18 MTs in 15 cells),

suggesting that CAMSAP proteins can

regulate MT minus-end growth. Long

processive events of MT minus-end

growth were more frequent in the pres-

ence of CAMSAP1, and colocalization of

CAMSAP1 and EB3, a marker of polymer-

izing MT ends, could be clearly seen (Fig-

ure 3H; Movie S5). Taken together,

our data show that both CAMSAP1 and

CAMSAP2 associate with growing MT

minus-ends. However, CAMSAP1 does
not remain bound to the MT lattice and thus behaves as a MT

minus-end tracking protein, but CAMSAP2 forms stably deco-

rated MT segments.

CAMSAP Proteins Associate with Growing MT Minus-
Ends In Vitro and Regulate Their Dynamics
To gain further insight into the mechanism of formation of

the CAMSAP2-decorated MT stretches, we performed in vitro

reconstitution experiments by using full-length CAMSAP pro-

teins purified from HEK293T cells (Figure 4A). Mass spectrom-

etry analysis showed that these protein preparations contained

some usual contaminants such as keratins and heat shock pro-

teins, but no MT-binding factors (Table S1).
, February 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 299



Figure 3. CAMSAPs Associate with Growing MT Minus-Ends in Cells

(A) Scheme of photoablation in cells expressing GFP-CAMSAP2 and mCherry-a-tubulin on a TIRF microscope using a 532 nm pulsed laser. + and� indicate the

MT plus- and minus-ends, respectively.

(B) Live images and a kymograph of GFP-CAMSAP2 and mCherry-a-tubulin before and after photoablation (PA, green lightning bolt). Arrows indicate the

bleached MT lattice at the minus-end after photoablation (white), CAMSAP2 recruited to the nascent minus-end (green), and tubulin at the freshly

polymerized minus-end (red). The signal is inverted. Scale bar represents 2 mm. Scale bars in kymograph represent 1 mm (horizontal), 10 s (vertical). a-tub,

a-tubulin.

(C) Scheme of the FRAP experiments in cells expressing GFP-CAMSAP2 and mCherry-a-tubulin on a TIRF microscope using a 491 nm laser.

(legend continued on next page)
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Previous studies showed that CAMSAP3 and its Drosophila

homolog Patronin can specifically bind to the minus-ends of sta-

bilized MTs, but their behavior on dynamic MTs has not been

investigated (Goodwin and Vale, 2010; Meng et al., 2008).

Here, we performed MT assembly assays in which MTs were

grown by using porcine brain tubulin from GMPCPP-stabilized

MT seeds attached to a functionalized glass surface and

observed by total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) micro-

scopy (Bieling et al., 2007;MontenegroGouveia et al., 2010) (Fig-

ures 4B–4D). Purified GFP-CAMSAP1 bound only poorly to MT

lattice but could specifically track growing MT minus-ends (Fig-

ure S4A–S4C; Movie S6), similarly to its behavior in cells (Fig-

ure 3H). CAMSAP2 tracked growing MT minus-ends and was

also deposited on the MT lattice. This effect was more obvious

at a higher concentration (50 nM) of CAMSAP2 (Figures 4D

and 4E; Movie S6). CAMSAP3 strongly decorated MT stretches

formed by MT minus-end polymerization even at low concentra-

tions (10 nM) (Figures 4D and 4E;Movie S6). Both CAMSAP2 and

CAMSAP3 showed very little binding to the MT seeds or the lat-

tice generated by MT growth from the plus-end (Figures 4D and

4E), indicating that their MT association is strongly coupled to

MT minus-end polymerization.

Both CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 altered MT minus-end dy-

namics by reducing MT minus-end growth rate, with CAMSAP3

being more potent (Figure 4F). In the standard conditions used

(the assay buffer supplemented with 80 mM KCl and 20 mM

tubulin), MT minus-end catastrophes were infrequent. However,

in conditions whenMTminus-end catastrophes were induced by

either adding 20 nMmCherry-EB3 or by increasing ionic strength

(110 mM KCl instead of 80 mM KCl added to the assay buffer)

and reducing tubulin concentration from 20 to 15 mM, catastro-

phes were strongly suppressed by CAMSAP2 and especially

CAMSAP3 (Figures 4G and 4H). These results demonstrate

that CAMSAPs not only bind to MTminus-ends but also regulate

their dynamics.

CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 Stabilize MT Lattice against
Spontaneous Depolymerization
One distinct feature of CAMSAP-decorated MT lattices in cells is

the ability to block the MT plus-end depolymerization and thus

function as ‘‘seeds’’ for MT outgrowth (Figure 1B). To test

whether this is an autonomous property of CAMSAPs, we sev-

ered CAMSAP-decorated MTs to allow regrowth of a new

plus-end from a fragment of CAMSAP-decorated MT (Figures

5A and 5B). These experiments showed that CAMSAP-deco-

rated MT lattice displayed altered stability: in control conditions,
(D) Live images and a kymograph of GFP-CAMSAP2- and mCherry-a-tubulin-exp

MTminus-end (white arrow), and CAMSAP2 (green) and tubulin (red) signal appea

a-tubulin.

(E) Quantification of the recovery of CAMSAP2 stretches after FRAP. Fluorescen

CAMSAP2 stretches in 11 cells were analyzed. Error bars represent SEM.

(F) Live images of 3xGFP-CAMSAP2- and EB3-TagRFP-T-expressing cells at indi

with mCherry-NEDD1 to locate the position of centrosome after drug treatment.

(G) Quantification of CAMSAP2 stretch length during recovery from nocodazole tr

still shorter than that of in control (�1,000 stretches in ten cells). Error bars repre

(H) Scheme, live images, and a kymograph showing that GFP-CAMSAP1 colocal

the MT was determined by the difference of the EB3 signal at the two MT ends. In

inverted. Scale bars are the same as in (B).

See also Figure S3 and Movies S3, S4, and S5.
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laser-severed MTs invariably depolymerized from the newly

generated plus-end (Figures 5A, 5C, and 5F), as reported

previously (Walker et al., 1989), but CAMSAP3-bound MTs dis-

played no visible depolymerization, and repeated MT outgrowth

occurred from the same MT site (Figures 5B, 5E, and 5F; Movie

S7). CAMSAP2 was also able to protect the MT plus-ends from

persistent depolymerization, although this only occurred in con-

ditions with a lower ionic strength (Figures 5B, 5D, and 5F; Movie

S7), suggesting that CAMSAP2might have a lower affinity for the

MT than CAMSAP3. In the in vitro severing assays, the MT

minus-ends were relatively stable, but they did undergo occa-

sional shortening (Figure 5G). The extent of shortening of the

nascent MT minus-end was reduced by CAMSAP2, and the

shortening was completely blocked by CAMSAP3 (Figure 5G).

These results show that CAMSAP-bound MT lattices are

stabilized from both ends, explaining how they can function as

‘‘seeds’’ for MT outgrowth in cells.

CAMSAP Proteins Use Distinct Domains to Track and
Decorate MT Minus-Ends
To understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the MT

minus-end tracking, decoration, and stabilization activities of

the three mammalian CAMSAPs, we determined the functional

domains that are responsible for these activities. All three

CAMSAPscontain anN-terminal calponinhomology (CH)domain,

three predicted coiled-coil regions (CC1, CC2, and CC3)

interspersed by linker sequences, a predicted helical domain,

and a conserved C-terminal C terminus common to CAMSAPs

(CKK) domain (Baines et al., 2009) (Figure 6A). We generated a

collection of GFP-tagged CAMSAP1, CAMSAP2, and CAMSAP3

deletionmutants, purified them fromHEK293T cells orE. coli (Fig-

ures S4D and S4E), and tested their ability to track or decorate

the growingMTminus-ends and protect MT lattice against depo-

lymerization after photoablation by using in vitro assays.

We found that a C-terminal fragment of CAMSAP1 that

included a small part of the linker between CC2 and CC3 as

well as the CC3 and CKK domains (amino acids 1227–1613)

could robustly track MT minus-ends similarly to the full-length

protein (Figures 6A, 6B, and S4C). The complementary deletion

mutant (amino acids 1–1226) displayed no MT binding (data not

shown). The CAMSAP1 CKK domain alone weakly decorated

MT lattice (data not shown). However, in conditions with an

increased ionic strength (110 mM KCl instead of 80 mM), MT lat-

tice binding was suppressed and tracking of growing MT minus-

ends could be clearly observed when the protein concentration

was sufficiently high (�200 nM) (Figure 6B). The CKK domain
ressing cells at indicated time points. Arrows indicate the bleached part of the

rance at the distal tip of theminus-end. Scale bars are the same as in (B). a-tub,

ce intensity in arbitrary units is shown, represented as mean ± SEM. Fourteen

cated time points after nocodazole washout. The cells were also cotransfected

Scale bar represents 2 mm.

eatment. Even after 2 hr recovery, the average stretch length of CAMSAP2 was

sent SD.

izes with EB3-TagRFP-T at a free MT minus-end in an RPE cell. The polarity of

this experiment, neither photoablation nor FRAP was performed. The signal is
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Figure 4. CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 Decorate Growing MT Minus-Ends In Vitro and Regulate Their Dynamics

(A)CoomassieBlue stainingof agelwithGFP-CAMSAPproteinspurified fromHEK293Tcells.Massspectrometry analysis of purifiedproteins is shown inTableS1.

(B) TIRF microscopy image showing CAMSAP3 decorating minus-end of MTs in vitro. The assay was performed with 20 mM unlabeled tubulin and 0.5 mM

X-rhodamine-tubulin in MRB80 buffer supplemented with 80 mM KCl. Scale bar represents 5 mm.

(C) Scheme of the in vitro MT minus-end decoration assay. CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 specifically decorate the MT lattice polymerizing from minus-end (�) and

not from the plus-end (+).

(D) Images of 50 nMGFP-CAMSAP2 andGFP-CAMSAP3 and X-rhodamine-labeled dynamicMTs at the indicated time points (minutes). MTswere polymerized in

the same conditions as in (B). Scale bar represents 2 mm.

(E) Kymographs ofMT dynamics in the presence of the indicated concentrations of CAMSAP2 andCAMSAP3 proteins in the same conditions as in (B). Scale bars

represent 2 mm (horizontal), 1 min (vertical).

(F) Quantification of minus-end growth velocities for conditions as in (B); �40–190 MTs from at least two independent experiments were analyzed for each

condition.

(G and H) Kymographs illustrating MT dynamics and quantification of MT minus-end growth velocities and catastrophe frequencies in the presence of 20 nM

mCherry-EB3, 20 mM unlabeled tubulin in MRB80 buffer supplemented with 80 mM KCl (G) or of 15 mM unlabeled tubulin, 0.5 mMX-rhodamine-labeled tubulin in

the assay buffer supplemented with 110 mM KCl (H), and the indicated concentrations of CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 proteins. Scale bars represent 2 mm

(horizontal), 1 min (vertical). Approximately 40–80 MTs from at least two independent experiments were analyzed for each condition.

All error bars represent SD. See also Table S1 and Movie S6.
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was also sufficient to bind specifically to one end, presumably

the minus-end, of GMPCPP-stabilized seeds (Figure 6C). Similar

data were obtained with the CKK domains of CAMSAP2 and
302 Developmental Cell 28, 295–309, February 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsev
CAMSAP3 (Figures 6A–6E). Because the CKK domains used

here were purified from bacteria, their behavior is unlikely to be

mediated by some copurifying proteins. Our data suggest that
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Figure 5. CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 Regulate MT Lattice Stability
(A and B) Schemes of MT photoablation in vitro in the absence (A) and presence (B) of CAMSAP proteins.

(C–E) Images and kymographs of control (C), CAMSAP2 (D), or CAMSAP3 (E) decorated MTs after photoablation (PA) (green lightning bolt indicates the pho-

toablation site, white dashed line indicates MT along which the kymograph was made). Time is indicated (minutes). PA was performed in the MRB80 buffer with

20 mM tubulin (tub), 0.5 mM X-rhodamine-tubulin supplemented with 50 or 80 mM KCl for CAMSAP2 or CAMSAP3, respectively. Scale bars represent 2 mm

(horizontal), 1 min (vertical). The plus- (+) and minus-end (�) of each dynamic MT can be distinguished by the speed of MT polymerization, which is higher at the

plus-end. Note that due to a relatively high catastrophe frequency and the absence of rescues, the length of the MT extension at the plus-end side of the seed is

highly variable.

(F and G) Quantification of the MT plus-end (F) and minus-end (G) shortening length after photoablation; the concentration of KCl added to the assay buffer is

indicated. Concentration of GFP-CAMSAP2 and GFP-CAMSAP3 was 50 nM. Approximately 20–40 MTs from two independent experiments were analyzed for

each condition. Note that MT photoablation also leads to MT photobleaching. Because the regrowth of CAMSAP3-stabilized MTs occurs within the photo-

bleached zone, the exact position of the rescue site is difficult to determine and the actual length of MT shortening is likely to be less than the indicated 1 mm. See

also Movie S7.
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the CKK domain represents the primary determinant of MT

minus-end recognition by CAMSAPs.

For CAMSAP2, we found that the deletion mutant C1, which

contained the complete linker region between CC2 and CC3,

and the CC3 and CKK domains, could decorate growing MT

minus-ends and stabilize them in MT-severing assays similarly

to the full-length CAMSAP2 (Figures 6A, 6D, and 6F). In contrast,

a CAMSAP2 mutant lacking the N-terminal portion of the linker

region between CC2 and CC3 (CAMSAP2 fragment C2) tracked

the growing MT minus-ends similarly to CAMSAP1 but failed to

decorate them. This suggests that there is an additional func-

tional domain responsible for the minus-end decoration and sta-
Developm
bilization within the CC2-CC3 linker of CAMSAP2. Indeed, we

found that the CAMSAP2 mutant encompassing this region,

which we named the MT binding domain (MBD, amino acids

922–1,034) could selectively bind the GMPCPP-stabilized MT

seeds but not the dynamic parts of the MT (Figures 6A, 6D,

and S4F). This peculiar MT binding behavior suggested that

MBD of CAMSAP2 can recognize some features of the MT lat-

tice, whichmight contribute to the specific decoration of growing

MT minus-ends by CAMSAP2.

Surprisingly, the deletion mapping of CAMSAP3 showed that

the fragment sufficient for MT minus-end decoration and stabili-

zation was substantially shorter than in the case of CAMSAP2: a
ental Cell 28, 295–309, February 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 303



Figure 6. CAMSAP Proteins Use Different Functional Domains to Track and Decorate MT Minus-Ends

(A) Schemes of domain organization of CAMSAPs and the deletion mutants used to map the domains responsible for MT minus-end tracking, MT lattice

decoration, and stabilization. H, a-helix.

(B) Images and kymographs illustrating the behavior of CAMSAP1 deletion mutants on rhodamine-labeled dynamic MTs in vitro. For CAMSAP1-C, the assay was

performed with 20 mM unlabeled tubulin (tub) and 0.5 mM rhodamine-tubulin in MRB80 buffer supplemented with 80 mM KCl and 50 nM CAMSAP1-C purified

from HEK293T cells. In the case of CKK domain, 110 mM KCl and 200 nM protein purified from E. coli was used. Scale bars represent 2 mm (horizontal), 1 min

(vertical). The polarity of MTs is minus-end (�) on the left side and plus-end (+) on right side.

(C) Image of the in vitro binding assay performed with 200 nM CAMSAP1 CKK and MT seeds in MRB80 buffer supplemented with 110 mM KCl. Scale bar

represents 2 mm.

(D and E) Images and kymographs illustrating the behavior of different CAMSAP2 (D) and CAMSAP3 (E) deletion mutants on rhodamine-labeled dynamic MTs

in vitro. The assay was performed with 20 mM unlabeled tubulin (tub) and 0.5 mM rhodamine-tubulin in MRB80 buffer supplemented with 80 mM KCl and 50 nM

CAMSAP proteins purified from HEK293T cells except for the CKK domains. In the case of CKK domains, 110 mM KCl and 200 nM protein purified from E. coli

was used. Scale bars represent 2 mm (horizontal), 1 min (vertical). The polarity of MTs is minus-end (�) on the left side and plus-end (+) on right side.

(F) Kymographs illustrating the behavior of MTs decorated by CAMSAP2 or CAMSAP3 deletion mutants after photoablation (PA, the green lightning bolt indicates

the photoablation site). Photoablation was performed in theMRB80 buffer with 20 mM tubulin and 0.5 mM rhodamine-tubulin supplemented with 50 or 80mMKCl

for CAMSAP2 or CAMSAP3 deletion mutants, respectively. All protein fragments shown were purified from HEK293T cells with the exception of His-CAMSAP3-

C3 (rightmost panel) that was purified from E. coli. Scale bars represent 2 mm (horizontal), 1 min (vertical).

See also Figure S4 and Table S1.
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C-terminal portion of CAMSAP3 containing only the a-helical re-

gion and the CKK domain (CAMSAP3 fragment C3) could readily

decorate and stabilize MT minus-ends (Figures 6A, 6E, 6F, and
304 Developmental Cell 28, 295–309, February 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsev
S4G). This protein fragment behaved very similarly when purified

either from HEK293T cells or from bacteria, suggesting that its

properties are not mediated by an additional protein copurified
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from mammalian cells (Figures 6E and S4G). Importantly, this

fragment was unable to completely block the depolymerization

of the severed plus-ends, as was observed for the full-length

CAMSAP3 (cf. Figure 5E to Figure 6F). Such a strong MT lattice

stabilization occurred only when theMBD of CAMSAP3was also

included (C1 mutant of CAMSAP3; Figures 6A and 6F). By itself,

the MBD fragment of CAMSAP3 behaved similarly to the MBD of

CAMSAP2: it specifically associated with the GMPCPP-stabi-

lized seeds but not with the freshly polymerized MT lattices (Fig-

ures 6E and S4F).

The distinct properties of the MBD domain of CAMSAP2

and CAMSAP3 and the a-helical domain in CAMSAP3, which

contribute to MT minus-end decoration and stabilization, are

supported by the sequence comparison of the CAMSAP pro-

teins. The MBD domain and especially its C-terminal portion

are highly conserved in CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 but not in

CAMSAP1, whereas the N-terminal part of the a-helix is unique

to CAMSAP3 (Figure S4H). In summary, the existence of three

different protein domains (CKK, MBD, and the a-helix) accounts

for the distinct behavior of CAMSAP proteins at the MT minus-

ends. CAMSAP1 can only track the minus-ends, an activity

that is primarily dependent on the CKK domain and might

be enhanced by the dimerization through the CC3 region.

CAMSAP2 decorates and stabilizes the minus-ends through

the combination of the CKK and MBD regions. CAMSAP3 pos-

sesses an additional MT-binding domain within the a-helix,

which promotes its capacity to strongly stabilize MTs.

Katanin Binds to CAMSAPs and Regulates the Length of
CAMSAP-Decorated Stretches
The ability of CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 to stabilize MT lattice

suggests that in cells CAMSAP-decorated stretches would

continuously elongate unless some mechanisms would coun-

teract this process. To gain insight into such mechanisms, we

searched for CAMSAP binding partners. Extracts of HEK293T

cells expressing CAMSAP1, CAMSAP2, or CAMSAP3 tagged

with a biotinylation (bio) and GFP tag together with the biotin

ligase BirA were used for streptavidin pull-down assays, and

the resulting proteins were analyzed by mass spectrometry.

Two subunits of katanin, p60 and p80, were abundantly present

in CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 but not CAMSAP1 pull downs, and

this result was confirmed by western blotting (Figures 7A and

7B). By using deletion mutants of CAMSAP2, we found that the

region between amino acids 477 and 574 in the N-terminal part

of themolecule, but not the CKK domain, is required for the inter-

action with katanin (Figures 7C, 7D, and S4H). At low expression

levels, the full-length CAMSAP2 and its deletion mutant DN1,

which retained the capacity to bind to katanin, formed stretches

with an average length of 1 mm (Figures 7E and 7F); a shorter

mutant, DN2, which could not bind to katanin, also formed

stretches, but they were substantially longer (�2.6 mm), suggest-

ing that binding to katanin restricts stretch elongation. To further

substantiate this idea, we depleted the p60 subunit of katanin

(Figure 7G). Although this treatment had no effect on the expres-

sion of CAMSAP2, the stretches decorated by this protein

became 2-fold longer (Figures 7H and 7I). In contrast, the deple-

tion of two abundantly expressed MT depolymerases of the

kinesin-13 family, MCAK and KIF2A, had no strong effect on

the length of CAMSAP2 stretches (data not shown). Taken
Developm
together, these data indicate that katanin counteracts the forma-

tion of long CAMSAP-decorated MT lattices.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we have used a combination of cellular and in vitro

assays to investigate how the dynamics of free, noncentrosomal

MT minus-ends is regulated. We found that, contrary to the pre-

vious reports, MTminus-ends do undergo polymerization in cells

and that this process is required for the deposition of CAMSAP

proteins on the MTs. As a result of this deposition, CAMSAPs

form stretches of MT lattice that can resist depolymerization

from both ends, and this leads to the formation of stable noncen-

trosomal MTs. By using in vitro assays, we found no evidence

for a capping activity of MT minus-ends by CAMSAP proteins.

Instead, we showed that all three mammalian CAMSAP

family members recognize growing MT minus-ends and that

CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 autonomously decorate and stabilize

MT lattice formed byMTminus-end polymerization. The require-

ment for the MT minus-end growth to generate CAMSAP

stretches indicates that CAMSAPs act on free MT minus-ends

that are not capped by MT-nucleating proteins or other factors.

Importantly,CAMSAPsnotonlyprotectMTminus-endsbutalso

reduce the velocity of their polymerization. Because CAMSAPs

rapidly associate with free MT minus-ends in cells, they can

effectively slow down their growth; therefore, special approaches

such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) are

needed to detect it. The observation of MT minus-end polymeri-

zation in cells is further strongly complicated by the fact that

CAMSAP-decorated MT segments are quite mobile. A combina-

tion of slow growth and rapid motility likely explains why MT

minus-end polymerization was overlooked in previous studies.

An important open question is how CAMSAP proteins recog-

nize the MT minus-ends. Our results clearly show that CAMSAP

deposition does not block tubulin dimer addition to the MT

minus-ends, indicating that CAMSAPs do not occlude the longi-

tudinal interface between a- and b-tubulin. Because CAMSAPs

exert a strong stabilizing effect on the MT lattice but can also

recognize growing MT ends, they somewhat resemble double-

cortin and EBs in their behavior and, similarly to these proteins,

could potentially bind between the protofilaments (Bechstedt

and Brouhard, 2012; Maurer et al., 2012; Moores et al., 2004).

However, in contrast to EBs, which exchange rapidly on the

binding sites at the MT ends (Bieling et al., 2007; Dragestein

et al., 2008), CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 are stably deposited

on the growing MT minus-ends. Interestingly, the third member

of this protein family, CAMSAP1, dynamically tracks growing

MT minus-ends. Until now, only proteins accumulating at both

growing MT plus- and minus-ends (such as EBs and some of

their partners), or proteins specific for the growing MT plus-

ends (such as certain plus-end directed kinesins, including the

fission yeast +TIP Tea2 [Bieling et al., 2007] and kinesin-8 family

members [Su et al., 2012]), have been described. CAMSAP1

thus represents an interesting example of a specific ‘‘-TIP.’’

Our deletion studies showed that the ability to trackMTminus-

ends and stabilize the MT lattice depend on separate domains

of CAMSAP proteins. The conserved C-terminal CKK domain

(Baines et al., 2009) appears to harbor theMTminus-end tracking

activity, whereas the MT decoration and stabilization requires
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Figure 7. Katanin Binds to CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 and Restricts the Length of CAMSAP Stretches

(A) Identification of katanin p60 and p80 in streptavidin pull-down assays with biotinylated CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 by mass spectrometry.

(B) Streptavidin pull-down assays were performed with the extracts of HEK293T cells coexpressing bioGFP-tagged CAMSAP proteins and BirA and were

analyzed by western blotting with the indicated antibodies.

(C) Scheme of domain organization of CAMSAP2 and the deletion mutants used to determine the interaction between CAMSAP2 and katanin p60/p80 complex.

H, a-helix.

(D) Mapping the interaction domain between CAMSAP2 and katanin p60 and p80 by streptavidin pull-down assays.

(E) HeLa cells were transfected with the indicated GFP constructs and stained for a-tubulin. Scale bar represents 5 mm.

(F) Quantification of GFP-CAMSAP2 stretch length for the experiments shown in (E). Approximately 1,000 stretches in ten cells were measured.

(G) Western blots of extracts of HeLa cells cultured for 72 hr after the transfection with katanin p60 siRNA.

(H) Immunostaining for a-tubulin (red) and CAMSAP2 (green) in control and katanin p60-depleted HeLa cells. Scale bar represents 5 mm.

(I) Quantification of stretch length for the experiments shown in (H). Approximately 1,000 stretches in ten cells were measured. In (F) and (I), error bars represent

SD, and values significantly different from control are indicated by asterisks (p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test).
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two additional protein regions: the MBD present in CAMSAP2

and CAMSAP3 and the predicted helical region, which increases

the potency of MT stabilization by CAMSAP3. The invertebrate

homolog of CAMSAPs, Patronin, seems to lack both the MBD

domain and the a-helix and might thus resemble CAMSAP1,
306 Developmental Cell 28, 295–309, February 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsev
acting as an MT minus-end tracker. However, it could also cap

or decorate MT minus-ends in its own unique way.

The stable character of CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 stretches

raises the question about how their length is controlled. We

have identified katanin as one of the factors responsible for
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restricting CAMSAP stretch length. The interaction between

CAMSAP and katanin, which is likely to be controlled by some

additional factors, would allow fine-tuning the longevity of stable

noncentrosomal MT ‘‘seeds.’’ Katanin can sever MTs but also

depolymerize them from the ends (Dı́az-Valencia et al., 2011;

Zhang et al., 2011), and both activities could potentially

contribute to the regulation of CAMSAP stretches.

In this study, we have shown that CAMSAP-dependent

minus-end stabilization can generate specialized MTs in two

different ways. Through minus-end growth-dependent deposi-

tion, CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 can directly stabilize stretches

ofMT lattice. An indirect consequence of theminus-end stabiliza-

tion is the generation of long-lived MTs that can accumulate

tubulin modifications that can specifically recruit certain motors

or MT-associated proteins (Janke and Bulinski, 2011). Such indi-

rect mechanisms are likely to be cell-type specific: for example,

although we observed a strong loss of detyrosinated MTs in

CAMSAP2-depleted U2OS cells, an opposite effect was seen in

Caco2 cells depleted of CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 (Tanaka

et al., 2012).

Analysis of Patronin function in insect cells, as well as our

data on MT photoablation in RPE cells, demonstrated that in

the absence of the protective effect of CAMSAP/Patronin the

dynamics of free MT minus-ends was strongly biased toward

depolymerization, likely due to the activity of the MT depoly-

merases (Goodwin and Vale, 2010). In mammalian epithelial

cells, loss of CAMSAP2 and CAMSAP3 function leads to the for-

mation of centrosomally centered MT arrays (Nagae et al., 2013;

Tanaka et al., 2012; this study), indicating that CAMSAP

stretches are the major sites of stabilization of MT minus-ends

that are not attached to the centrosome in interphase epithelial

cells. Our data show that CAMSAP stretches form on free, poly-

merizing MTminus-ends. This suggests that, at least in epithelial

cells, the g-tubulin ring complex and other MT-interacting

factors cannot efficiently promote MT minus-end stability when

they are not embedded in the pericentrosomal matrix. This

suggests that noncentrosomal MTs originate by MT breakage

or MT release from the centrosome or other, possibly cytosolic

or organelle-associated nucleation sites. These noncentrosomal

MTs are important for the maintenance of organelle architecture

(Nagae et al., 2013; Tanaka et al., 2012) and for the directional

cell migration, possibly because they are necessary to create

sufficient MT density throughout the cytoplasm or distinct MT

modifications.

It is currently unclear whether CAMSAP family members play a

role in mammalian mitosis. In flies, depletion of Patronin causes

a short spindle phenotype, because Patronin counteracts the

depolymerizing activity of the kinesin-13 Klp10A and decreases

poleward flux (Goodwin and Vale, 2010; Goshima et al., 2007).

Our data point to the inactivation of CAMSAP2-MT interaction

during early mitotic stages, suggesting that in the cell types

investigated here, CAMSAP2 function is mostly restricted to

interphase. It is tempting to speculate that the loss of CAMSAP2

stretches contributes to the strong reorganization of the MT

array to a much more centrosome-centered configuration in

G2 phase. CAMSAP2 stretches are restored in telophase and

might contribute to the late stages of cell division.

CAMSAPs are not ubiquitous in the eukaryotic kingdom: yeasts

and plants lack clear homologs of these proteins and generate
Developm
noncentrosomal arraysbydistinct combinationsofMTnucleation,

severing, and stabilization mechanisms (Janson et al., 2007;

Wasteneys and Ambrose, 2009). However, CAMSAPs are likely

to play an important role in organizingMTs inmammals.We found

that CAMSAP2 is present at theMTminus-ends of different types,

including not only epithelial cells but also fibroblasts, and is likely

to participate in MT organization in all these cells, although its

quantitative contribution might vary. For example, when present

in a dot-like pattern (such as that found in CHO cells), CAMSAP2

might be less effective in protecting the MT minus-ends, and

this would explain why free MT minus-ends are less stable in

fibroblasts compared to epithelial cells (Rodionov et al., 1999).

CAMSAPs are likely to be particularly important in cells where

the noncentrosomal MTs constitute the major part of the MT sys-

tem, such as differentiated epithelial, muscle, and neuronal cells

(Bartolini and Gundersen, 2006). The control of MT minus-end

growth by CAMSAPs and its spatiotemporal regulation during

cell division and differentiation will thus need to be taken into

account in future models of mammalian MT organization.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The description of the details of the constructs, siRNAs, cell culture methods,

microscopy equipment, and mass spectrometry analysis can be found in the

Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Antibodies and Immunofluorescent Cell Staining

We used rabbit polyclonal antibodies against CAMSAP1 (NBP1-26645, No-

vus), CAMSAP2 (NBP1-21402, Novus; 17880-1-AP, Proteintech), CAMSAP3

(AP18323a, Abgent), katanin p60 and p80 (17560-1-AP and 14969-1-AP, Pro-

teintech), and detyrosinated-a-tubulin (ab48389, Abcam); mouse monoclonal

antibodies against GFP (11814460001, Roche), EB1 (610535, BD Biosci-

ences), and acetylated a-, b-, and g-tubulin (T7451, T5201, and T6557, respec-

tively, Sigma-Aldrich); and a rat monoclonal antibody against a-tubulin YL1/2

(MA1-80017, Pierce).

To label EB1 and MTs, we fixed cells with �20�C methanol for 10 min and

postfixed them in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at room tempera-

ture. To label other proteins,we fixed cells with�20�Cmethanol for 5min. Cells

were rinsed with 0.15% Triton X-100 in PBS; subsequent washing and labeling

steps were carried out in PBS supplemented with 2% bovine serum albumin

and 0.05%Tween 20. At the end, slides were rinsed in 70% and 100%ethanol,

air-dried, andmounted in Vectashieldmountingmedium (Vector Laboratories).

Protein Purification

To purify GFP-CAMSAP full-length and deletionmutant proteins, we harvested

HEK293T cells at 24–36 hr after transfection. The cells from one 10 cm dish

were lysed in 400 ml of lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, and 0.5%

Triton X-100 [pH 7.4]) supplemented with protease inhibitors (Roche). Cell

lysates were incubated with 50 ml of streptavidin beads (Invitrogen) for 1 hr.

Beads were washed five times with lysis buffer without protease inhibitors

and twice with the TEV buffer (50 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2,

1 mM EGTA, 0.05% Triton X-100, and 1 mM dithiothreitol [DTT]). The proteins

were eluted in 50 ml of TEV buffer with 0.5 mg of glutathione S-transferase-6x

histidine Tobacco etch virus protease site (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hr at 4�C. Pu-
rified proteins were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in �80�C. To ex-

press GFP-CKK domain of CAMSAPs and GFP-CAMSAP3-C3 in E. coli, they

were fused to an N-terminal 6x-histidine tag (His) in pET28a vector (Novagen).

Proteins were purified by nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid agarose (QIAGEN). Bacte-

rially expressedmCherry-EB3 (a gift of M. Steinmetz, Paul Sherrer Institut) was

purified as described previously (Montenegro Gouveia et al., 2010).

In Vitro Assays

To reconstitute MT minus-end decoration by CAMSAPs in vitro, we modified

the conditions used to reconstitute MT plus-end tracking (Montenegro Gou-

veia et al., 2010). Double-cycled GMPCPP MT seeds (70% unlabeled tubulin,
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17% biotin-tubulin, and 13% X-rhodamine-tubulin) were made as described

previously (Gell et al., 2010). Flow chambers were assembled from plasma-

cleaned glass coverslips and microscope slides. The surface of coverslip

was functionalized by sequentially incubating it with 0.2 mg/ml PLL-PEG-

biotin (Susos AG) and 1 mg/ml NeutrAvidin (Invitrogen) in MRB80 buffer

(80 mM piperazine-N,N[prime]-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid), 4 mM MgCl2, and

1 mM EGTA [pH 6.8]). MT seeds were attached to coverslips through biotin-

NeutrAvidin interactions. Flow chambers were further blocked with 1 mg/ml

k-casein. The reaction mix with or without CAMSAPs (MRB80 buffer supple-

mented with 20 mM porcine brain tubulin, 0.5 mM X-rhodamine-tubulin,

80 mM KCl, 1 mM guanosine triphosphate, 0.2 mg/ml k-casein, 0.1% methyl-

cellulose, and oxygen scavenger mix [50 mM glucose, 400 mg/ ml glucose

oxidase, 200 mg/ml catalase, and 4 mM DTT]) was added to the flow chamber

after centrifugation in an Airfuge for 5 min at 119,000 3 g. For experiments in

the presence of EB3, concentration of mCherry-EB3 was 20 nM and X-rhoda-

mine-tubulin was omitted. To promote MT catastrophes without EB3, we used

15 mM porcine brain tubulin and 110 mM KCl instead of 20 mM porcine brain

tubulin and 80 mM KCl. To enhance the binding between CAMSAP2 and MT

in the photoablation experiments, we used 50 mM KCl instead of 80 mM

KCl in the assay buffer. The flow chamber was sealed with vacuum grease,

and dynamic MTs were imaged immediately at 30�C using a TIRFmicroscope.

All tubulin products were from Cytoskeleton.

Imaging and Image Analysis

Images of fixed cells were collected with an Eclipse 80i (Nikon) microscope

equipped with a Plan Apo VC 1003 1.4 numerical aperture (N.A.), 603 1.4

N.A., or Plan Fluor 403 1.3 N.A. oil objective and a CoolSNAP HQ2 camera

(Roper Scientific). TIRF microscopy was performed on an Eclipse Ti-E (Nikon)

inverted research microscope with the perfect focus system, equipped with

the CFI Apo TIRF 1003 1.49 N.A. oil objective (Nikon), Photometrics Evolve

512 EMCCD (Roper Scientific), and TIRF-E motorized TIRF illuminator modi-

fied by Roper Scientific France/PICT-IBiSA, Institut Curie, controlled with

MetaMorph 7.7 software (Molecular Devices). Spinning disk microscopy was

performed on a similar microscope equipped with CSU-X1-A1 spinning disc

(Yokogawa). Both microscopes were equipped with an ILas system (Roper

Scientific France/PICT-IBiSA) for FRAP and photoablation. The 532 nm

Q-switched pulsed laser (Teem Photonics) was used for photoablation on

the TIRF microscope, whereas a 355 nm passively Q-switched pulsed laser

(Teem Photonics) was used for the photoablation together with the CFI S Fluor

1003 0.5–1.3 N.A. oil objective (Nikon) on the spinning disk microscope.

Images were prepared for publication with MetaMorph and Photoshop

(Adobe). All images were modified by adjustments of levels and contrast.

Kymograph analysis and various quantifications were performed in

MetaMorph. Statistical comparison between the data from the control and

knockdown groups was performed in SigmaPlot (Systat Software) with the

rank sum test function (Mann-Whitney U test) or the unpaired Student’s t test.

Theoretical Analysis ofMTStaining Intensity along theCell Radius in

a Cell Where All MTs Are Attached to the Centrosome

Weconsider thecasewhenMTs formaperfect radial array that emanates froma

single centrosomewitha radius r0 andendsat thecell boundary locatedat a dis-

tanceRc. If the total numberofMTs isN, thenumberofmicrotubulesN0
dS located

withinacontinuoussegmentdSof theperimeter of thecircle r0wouldbeequal to

N0
dS =

dS

2pr0
N

where 2pr0 is the perimeter of circle. If the intensity of one microtubule is equal

to IMT, then the total intensity at r0 would be equal to I0 =N0
dSIMT . The number of

microtubules intersecting the segment of the same length dS at some radius r

is given by

NrðrÞ= dS

2pr
N=N0

dS

r0
r

and total intensity is

IðrÞ= IMTNrðrÞ= IMTN
0
dS

r0
r
= I0

r0
r
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Taking into account the background intensity IB, the final expression for

the change in intensity along the line for the radial array of microtubules

would be

IðrÞ= I0
r0
r
+ IB

Representative shape of this distribution is shown in Figure S2F.
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